June 15, 2020

Dear Core team member,
Enclosed you will find The Dream Manager book. We decided to make this the 2020 Summer Book Club Activity! You
asked, we listened, and we are super excited!!
Please note this book club and program are elective and participation is not required, reading, journaling, and creating
your vision board would need to be done on your own time. We will however be reviewing and discussing this program
(and our visions boards) at the end of our VTO monthly check in’s and Quarterly meetings (this piece will be on the
clock). You are also welcomed to share any takeaways during our Team Huddles as you’re reading the book.
As a team we are here to support each other in sharing our visions and achieving our dreams! During your 1:1’s our
Team Success Manager, Lisa DePaulis will be checking in with you on your 100 Dream List, your current Dream Focus and
how to move forward in your journey. Are you being supported in achieving your dreams? How can you support your
peers in achieving their dreams? As a small team we will all be working together to get there!
I have included a journal for you to use, titled “Good things come to those who wait but the best things come to those
who do!”. Once you reach the Applications and Tools Section at the end of the story you will want to utilize this journal
and keep all your thoughts, dreams and notes all in one place. At any time if there is something you would like to journal
about or note during the story please feel free to do so! You will not be asked to share anything in this journal unless
you wish to. This is yours to keep and to keep all to yourself!
In addition, you will find a $25.00 gift Visa card. This is to be used to purchase your Vision Board supplies. Please have
fun with this! If you get so inspired to spend outside of this 25.00, feel free to create a vision of your dreams!
I wanted to share an article on Vision boards, and I feel it ties into the Dream Manager story, application, and tools too.

Happy Dreaming!

Christeen Era

President, CEO & Dreamer
Core Growth Strategies, LLC

P.S. During these times some of us have kids and family at home more so than usual. Vision boarding can be a great
activity for them to be involved in too. Feel free to make this a group activity for an evening or a weekend, get out the
magazines, poster boards, markers, and glue. Get creative and start some conversations about what your loved ones are
dreaming about!

The Reason Vision Boards Work and How to Make One

By Elizabeth Rider

If you think vision boards are bogus, then the joke’s on you. They work, and there’s actually a really simple explanation of
why they work so well.

Creating a sacred space that displays what you want actually does bring it to life. What we focus on expands. When you
create a vision board and place it in a space where you see it often, you essentially end up doing short visualization
exercises throughout the day.
Visualization is one of the most powerful mind exercises you can do. According to the popular book The Secret, “The
law of attraction is forming your entire life experience and it is doing that through your thoughts. When you are
visualizing, you are emitting a powerful frequency out into the Universe.”
Whether you believe that or not, we know that visualization works. Olympic athletes have been using it for decades to
improve performance, and Psychology Today reported that the brain patterns activated when a weightlifter lifts heavy
weights are also similarly activated when the lifter just imagined (visualized) lifting weights.
So, what’s the big secret to creating a vision board that works? It’s simple: Your vision board should focus on how you
want to feel, not just on things that you want. Don’t get me wrong, it’s great to include the material stuff, too. However,
the more your board focuses on how you want to feel, the more it will come to life.
Here’s an example. I have a beautiful coaster from Dry bar on my vision board, not because I want to open my own blow
dry bar, but because I love the feeling I get when I walk into one of Alli Webb’s Dry bar establishments. I want my
customers to feel those same happy vibes when they come across my brand, so on the board it went.
I added few trinkets, like a peacock feather and bookmark, that I picked up at retreats where I felt incredible energy and
motivation around what I was learning. When I’m in my home office, I want to feel the same way I felt at those retreats.
A few inspirational notecards from my best friends and women I admire are on my board as well; I personally believe
that their handwritten notes on the back infuse it with even more good vibes. Front and center is a card from Danielle
LaPorte’s Fire Starter Sessions that reminds me how I want to live.
I even have a few items from past events that I want to keep occurring each year, like a photo of my husband from a surf
vacation and an invitation to an annual gala dinner for the top 25 sales people in my company. I want to continue to
enjoy surf vacations with my husband and want to continue to be invited to this exclusive gala. I’ve been invited back to
that gala each of the last three years, and not coincidentally, have had the previous year’s invitation on my vision board
for the last two (see, it works!).
A few quotes and reminders round out my board and I truly feel giddy every time I look at it. There is only one major
rule to creating a vision board that works, and it’s that there aren’t any rules. You aren’t going to mess it up, you can
create your vision board on your own terms. Here are the answers to the most common questions people ask:

Q: What should I put on my vision board?
A: Anything that inspires and motivates you. The purpose of your vision board is to bring everything on it to life. First, think
about what your goals are in the following areas: relationships, career and finances, home, travel, personal growth (including
spirituality, social life, education) and health. You don’t have to cover each area exactly the same, just take a mental inventory
of what you want each of those areas to look like and write them down. Always handwrite your goals instead of typing them,
there’s something energetic about actually handwriting your goals. From your goals and aspirations, think about what you
want on your vision board. Like I said before, what you focus on expands. You’ll be amazed at how things just start popping up
all over the place once you set the intention for what you want and how you want to feel.
Q: Should I have one main vision board, or a bunch of small ones for different areas of my life?
A: It’s totally up to you. What makes the most sense in your life? I personally like to have one central vision board that I look at
every day in my home office, and I have a few small ones that I’ve made at retreats that I keep around too. Each area of our
lives affects each other, so starting with one central vision board usually makes sense. Theme boards that center on specific
events or areas of your life are great too, for instance a wedding-day-specific will help you focus on how you want to feel on
your big day, or a career specific board at your desk space can help you work towards that promotion.
Q: How often should I re-do my vision board?
A: Whenever it feels right. I often leave blank space on my vision board, so I can accept new things as they appear in my life
and add and rearrange during the year when I feel it. You’ll just know. Then, every December, I give the board a total refresh
to get clear about what I want in the new year. Some things stay, and some have served their purpose and don’t make the cut.
What you’ll need:
• Any kind of board, if you’re new maybe start with a cork board or poster board from the hardware store, they run about a
dollar. If you can, I recommend a pin board or something pretty you like to look at — I got my 24x24” white wood framed pin
board on Etsy.
• Scissors, tape, pins, and/or a glue-stick to put your board together.
• If you want, fun markers, stickers, or anything else you can think of to deck out your board. I don’t use that stuff, but if
embellishments make you feel great, then go for it.
• Magazines that you can cut images and quotes from.
• Most importantly, the stuff you want to look at every day. Photos, quotes, sayings, images of places you want to go,
reminders of events, places, or people, postcards from friends and just about anything that will inspire you.
• Time. Give yourself a stress-free hour or two to put your board together. If you’re a social butterfly, invite you friends over
and make a party out of it. I host a vision board party every year on the first night of my partner mastermind weekend and I
can’t even tell you how much it sets the tone for the event — everyone is more focused and less stressed after we do it.
How to do it:
Set the mood. Turn off the TV and turn on some relaxing or motivational music. Light a candle or turn on pliantly of light and
clear your space.
When it comes to actually putting your stuff on the board, I like to leave space in between each item because clutter clouds
my mind. I like space. However, if you love the feeling of closeness and want everything to touch and overlap, then huddle it
all together and overlap your objects. As for choosing what makes the final cut, lay everything out before you start gluing and
pinning so you can get an idea of where you want everything.

